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The main result is that D~[ea°~f(x)] >10 for n~>0 on [a, b] implies that f is 
analytic on [a, b) if lira a,,/n < ~ where {a,} is a non-decreasing sequence ofnon- 
negative numbers. The result is best possible in a well defined sense. © I986 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bernstein's theorem states that if Dnf(x) >>, 0 on [a, b] for n ~> 0 thenf i s  
(real) analytic on [a, b). In fact f can be extended to be analytic on the 
open interval Ix - al < b - a [-3, p. 146]. This result has been extended and 
generalized in many ways (see the survey article by Boas [1]).  The exten- 
sions in this paper are in a different direction. 
DEFINITION. An infinitely differentiable function f is said to be in class B 
on [a, b] corresponding to the sequence of real numbers {a,}, n~> 1, if 
f (x )  >1 0 and 
(D+ak)f(x)>~O (1) 
k=l  
on l-a, b] for n ~> 1. 
Corresponding to {a,}, define (a*} by a* =max{0,  at,..., a,}, n~> 1. 
Then {a* } is a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative numbers. 
The following four theorems will be proven. 
THEOREM A. Let f be in class B corresponding to {a,}. I f l -~  a,/n < ~,  
then f is analytic on [ a, b ). 
For the next result, extend {a,} to include ao = 0. 
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THEOREM B. Let {an} be a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative 
numbers. I f  
D"[e~"Xf(x)] >~0 (2) 
on [a, b] for n >10 and lim a,/n < ~,  then f is analytic on [a, b). 
Since e-~XD[eaXf(x)] = (D+a) f (x ) ,  condition (2) will frequently be 
written as 
(D + a , ) " f (x )  >~ O. (3) 
The next theorem is a partial converse of Theorem B. 
THEOREM C. I f  f is analytic and positive on [a, b], then there is a con- 
stant k for which 
D"[eknXf(x)] > 0 
on [a, b] for all n >~ O. 
THEOREM D. If the limit conditions in Theorems A and B are replaced 
respectively by lim a*/n=O, lim an/n=O, then f can be extended to be 
analytic for Ix - al < b - a. 
In Section 4, the main result, Theorem B, will be shown to be best 
possible in the sense that the condition lim a,/n < oo cannot be replaced by 
lira a,/n a < ~ for any a > 1. 
Define g(t) =f(x) ,  t = (x - a)/(b - a). Then 
(D + ak) f (x)  = (b - a) -"  (D, + ak(b -- a)) g(t). 
1 
Thus f is in class B corresponding to {a,} on [-a, b] if and only if g is in 
class B corresponding to {a, (b -a )}  on [0, 1]. Moreover the sequence 
{a, (b -a )}  will satisfy the limit conditions of the theorems when {a,} 
does. Consequently if suffices to restrict f to [0, 1 ]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
A number of lemmas will be needed. 
LEMA 1. If f, f '  are continuous on [0, 1] and f (x )>O,  then there is a 
positive number a with i f (x )  + af(x) > 0 on [0, 1 ]. 
For a > O, f ' (x )  + af(x) >~ [minf ' (x) ]  + a[min f (x )  ] so that we need only 
choose a > - [min f ' (x )  ]/[min f (x )  ]. 
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Given an infinitely differentiable function f which is positive on [0, 1] 
and non-analytic on [0, 1), this lemma and induction permit the construc- 
tion of a sequence (an} with 
f i  (D + ak)f(x) > 0 
1 
for n >t-1 on [0, 1]. Thus some restriction on the sequence {an} is needed 
to imply the analyticity o f f  on [0, 1). 
LEMMA 2. I f  (D + a)kf(x) >>- 0 on [0, 1 ] for all k, 0 <~ k <~ n, then 
(D + b)k f (x)  >>.O on [0, 1]for all k, O <~ k <~ n, and any b >~a. 
For 
(D+b)k f (x )=[D+a+(b-a) ]k (x )=~(~)(b - -a ) J (D+a)k - J f (x )  
0 
and each term on the right is non-negative by hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3. I f  f (x)  >~ 0 and ]--[7 (D + ak)f(x) >~ 0 on [0, 1 ] for all m, 
1 <~m<~n, then HT (D+bk)f(x)>~O on [0, 1] for all m, 1 <<.m<~n, where 
b k >~ a * , l <~ k <~ n. 
Proof by Induction on n. For n=l ,  (D+al)(f(x)>~O and f(x)>.O 
imply (D+bl ) f (x )~O by Lemma2 since bl~a~>~al. The induction 
assumption will be that FlT(D+Ck) g(x)>10 for l~<m~<n implies 
HT(D+dk)g(x)>~O for l<.rn<<.n when dk>/C ~ and g(x)>~O on [0,1]. 
Consider now 
H (D+a~)f(x)= (D+ak) [D+al)f(x)]>~O. 
1 L. 2 
Since g(x)=(D+al)f(x)>>.O by hypothesis, we use the induction 
assumption to get 
(D+bk) [ (D+a,) f (x)]>t0 
2 
because bg~->-ak*~>max{0, a2,..., ak} from the definition of bk with 
2<~k<~n+ 1. Thus 
1 ] 
(D+a,) (D+bk)f(x)  >~0 
l_ 2 
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and since the expression in the brackets is non-negative because 
bk >~ a* :.-ak>- * 1 for k = 2, 3, . ,  n + 1 and the induction assumption, we then 
use Lemma 2 with k = 1 to get 
n+l  
I~ (D+bk)f(x)>>.O. 
1 
The following is a corollary. 
LEMMA 4, I f  f is in class B corresponding to (a,,}, then 
Dk[e~*V(x)] >~ 0 
for O <~ k <~ n and n >~ 1, 
For each k, 1 <~k<~n, and a fixed n, let b l=b2 
to get 
(D + a*)kf(x) >~ O. 
• " =bk=a*  in Lemma 3 
The case k = 0 follows from the definition of class B. 
LEMMA 5. Let a0=0 and {a,} be a non-decreasing sequence of non- 
negative numbers. If  O"[e~"Xf(x) ] >~ 0 for all n >~ O, then Dg[e~"Xf (x) ] >~ 0 
for all k, n, O<<.k <~n, n>~O. 
Proof again by Induction. It is clearly true for n=0.  Assume 
(D+an)kf(x)~O, O<.k<<.n, for some n and also (D+a,+l)"+lf(x)>~O. 
Then (D+an+l)kf(x)>~O for O<~k<~n by Lemma2 and the induction 
assumption while the result for k = n + 1 is hypothesis. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We first note that li---man/n<~ if and only if l ima* /<~.  The suf- 
-< * Conversely there is a constant ficiency follows from the inequality a,-.~ an • 
M so that an<Mn for n>~ 1 and we may choose M to be positive. It 
follows that a~ < Mk <~ Mn for 1 ~< k ~< n from which we conclude a* <~ Mn 
which proves the converse. 
If Theorem B is true so is Theorem A. For if we assume the hypotheses 
of Theorem A, then Lemma 4 asserts that the hypotheses of Theorem B are 
satisfied using the sequence {a*} for {a,}. Then we use the result of the 
above note to complete the proof. 
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Assume now that (2) holds. By Lemma 5, Dk[ea°~f(x)] >~0 for O<~k<~n 
on [0, 1 ]. By Taylor's theorem, 
e~°~f(x) =
For 0~<t<x~<l ,  
O<~k~n-1  
0 <~ Dk[ea"tf(t)](x -- Ok~k! <~ e~"~f(x), 
If M = maxf (x )  on [0, 1 ], then we conclude by letting x ~ 1 - ,  
0 <~ D~Ee~"~f(t)] <~ Me"°k!(1 - t ) -k  
for 0 ~< k ~< n - 1 and 0 ~< t < 1. This can be written as 
0 <~ (D + a . )k f ( t )  = e-~"tDk[e~"'f(t)] <~ Mea"k!(1 -- t) k 
Then 
n- -1  
D~Eea"tf(t)](x - t)k/kr 
0 
1 f,~:On[eanUf(u)](X--U) n-1 du. 
4 (n - 1)! 
every term on the right is non-negative so that for 
ID~f(t)l = lED + a. + ~ - a~ + 1 ] " f ( t ) l  
= an+ k ( -1 )k  k l (D+a.+l ) . -k f ( t )  
n 
<~ Mn!(1 -- t) -~ e~°+~ a~+ l/k! 
0 
<~ Mn!e2~.+,(1 _ t) -~ 
using (4) and the usual series for e x. Again by Taylor's theorem, 
n- -1  
f (x )  = • f~k)(t)(x - t)k/kr + R . (x )  
0 
where 
R. (x )  = (n -  1)! f~" ) (u ) (x -  ~t) n -1  rib!, 
Then by (5) and restricting x, t to [0, 1), we get 
iR.(x)l<~Mne2a°+ ~ ( l _u )_  1 x-u  -1 
(4) 
(5) 
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Now I (x-  u)/(1 - u)l < I(x - t)/(1 - t)l if either t <~ u ~< x or x ~< u ~< t. Thus 
IR"(x)l<<'Mne2~"+~lX-tl-t , , -1  ] log (l__Z_~x)l_t 
and hence 
- -  X - - i  
lim ]R,(x)l 1/, < e2U ~ (6) 
where l ima, /n=#.  Now the right side is less than one when 
[x - t l<e-2U(1- t )  in which case l imR, (x )=0 for such x. Thus f is 
analytic at every point of [0, 1). This proves Theorem B. 
If the hypotheses of Theorem D hold, then # = 0 in (6) and lira R,(x) = 0 
when I x - t ]<(1 - t ) ,  0~<t<l .  Choosing t=0,  we see that f can be 
extended to be analytic on ( -1 ,  l) and this proves Theorem D. 
To prove Theorem C, we use the fact that analyticity on [0, 1] implies 
the existence of constants M, r for which [f(~)(x)[ <~Mr~n! for n~>O on 
[0, 1]. Moreover, f (x )>~m>O on [0, 1] for some m. Then 
= u. kf(x) 
k=0 
and using the inequality stated above, we get, for n >~ 1, 
"~1 (a,~s< 1 
(D + an)nf(x) >7 a~f (x) - Mr"n! ,<=ok-7) 
Assume now that a ,=a 'n  for • to be chosen, ~>r .  For O~k<~n, 
nk/k! <~ n"/n! so that 
rt--1 
(D + a, )nf (x)  >~ a'~m - M(rn) ~ ~ (~/r) k 
k=O 
= a~[rn - I(~, n)] 
where 
I(~, n)= Mr[1 - (r/~)" J/(~x- r) 
< Mr/(a - r). 
Now choose • so that I(~, n )< (1/2)m to conclude 
(D + a , ) " f (x )  > 0 
on [0, 1 ] for n ~> 1. The case n = 0 results from hypothesis. This proves the 
theorem. 
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4. AN EXAMPLE 
We now show that the result in Theorem B is best possible in the sense 
mentioned earlier. Form the sequence {n ~} for some a> 1 and choose 
l<b<a.  Let 
f (x )  = exp[ - t -  xt  b] dt. 
Because 
(--tb)~ exp[ - - t - -  xtb] dt <~ e-'t"b dt 
converges for any n, f i s  infinitely differentiable on [-0, 1] (actually [0, oo)). 
Also the derivatives o f f  can be obtained by differentiating the integrand. 
Thus 
( -  1)"f~m(0) = e- ' t "~dt=F(bn+l )  
and hence 
A,= If(n)(O)/n!ll/",,~Kn b- l ,  n-+ 
for some constant K using Stirling's formula. It follows that A, ~ 0% 
n ~ ~ and that f is not analytic at x = 0. It is, however, analytic for x > 0 
from the theory of the Laplace transform [-3, p. 57]. Now for 1 <~k<~n, 
(D+nOf f f (x )= (na- - tb )kexp[ - - t - -x f f ]  dt. 
This integral is positive on [0, 1 ] when k is even. For k odd, we write the 
integral as the sum of 11,12 which correspond to the intervals (0, n°~), 
(n ~:, oo), respectively, where oc = a/b > 1.12 is negative for k odd and 
0<~ -12= ( tb - -na)gexp[ - - t - -x t  b] dt 
~c 
e - ' t  ~b dt <-N ~ e - ' t  kb dt <<.~.~ 
since 1 ~< k ~< n. The integrand is exp[h(t)] where h(t) = - t +nb log t. Now 
h'(t) = - 1 + (nb)/t and 
h'(t) <~ - 1 + bn ~ - o~ = _~ < 0 
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for t >~ n ~ and n large enough. Because 
h(t) = h(n °: ) + h'(O)(t - n ~ ), n ~ <<. 0 <~ t 
by the mean value theorem, 
0 ~< - I2 ~ exp[h(n r~)l ~ exp[h ' (O) ( t -  n ~) ]  dt 
f" ~< exp(h(n~)]  exp[ - f ln ( t -  n~) ]  dt 
~c 
= exp[h(n~)]  f121. 
But h(n~)=-n~+anlogn~-oo  as n~c~ since oc>l .  Thus I2~0,  
n ~ oo uniformly in x in [0, 1 ] and uniformly in k, 1 ~ k ~ n. Also 
g I t  = (n ~-  tb) k exp[ - -  t -- xt  b] dt 
Io _ p)k  i> (n a exp[  -- t -- x t  b ] dt 
and using obvious inequalities, we get 
11>~ (n ~-  1) ~ e -2>/(n  ~-  1) e -z  
for any x in [0, 1 ] and 1 ~< k ~< n. Thus 11 ~ ~,  n --+ ~ uniformly in such 
x, k. There is then an N so that for n >1 N, (D + n~)k f (x )  > 0 on [0, 1] for 
1 ~< k ~< n. This of course also holds true for k = 0. Now define the sequence 
{a,} by ao=0 and 
an=N ~, l<~n~<N; an=n ~, n>N 
to get (D + an)" f (x )  > 0 on [-0, 1 ] for n >~ 0. Since lim an/n ~ = 1, the con- 
struction is complete. 
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